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ALESEPi PART II-._A Computer Program for the Analysis
of Leading Edge Separation Bubbles on Infinite Swept Wings
SUMMARY
A program called ALESEP is presented for the analysis of the
inviscid-viscous interaction which occurs due to the presence of a closed
laminar-transitional separation bubble on an airfoil or infinite swept
wing. The ALESEP code provides an iterative solution of the boundary layer
equations expressed in an inverse formulation coupled to a Cauchy integral
representation of the inviscid flow. This interaction analysis is treated
as a local perturbation to a known solution obtained from a global airfoil
analysis; hence, part of the required input to the ALESEP code are the
reference displacement thickness and tangential velocity distributions.
Special windward differencing may be used in the reversed flow regions of
the separation bubble to accurately account for the flow direction in the
discretization of the streamwise convection of momentum. The ALESEP code
contains a forced transition model based on a streamwise intermittency
function, a natural transition model based on a solution of the integral
form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation, and an empirical natural
transition model. In addition, wall suction may be applied to the boundary
layer to either control its growth or alleviate the separation bubble.
Complete documentation of the two-dimensional code was originally given in
NASA Contract Report 172310. An updated set of instructions for the input,
output, and program usage for both two-dimensional airfoils and infinite




c. Skin friction coefficient
^ Damping factor applied to mixing and dissipation lengths
f~ Perturbation stream function
F Velocity ratio, u/u
g Total enthalpy ratio, H/H
H Total enthalpy
•£ Mixing length or ratio of local to edge density times molecular
viscosity product
L Reference length or dissipation length
m Perturbation mass flow
n Coordinate normal to reference displacement surface
N Coordinate measured normal to reference displacement surface from
the body surface
Pr Prandtl number
Pr_ Turbulent Prandtl number
q Magnitude of fluctuating velocities
Re Reference Reynolds number
Re. Local momentum thickness Reynolds number0
R Correlated momentum thickness Reynolds number
8
R Turbulent Reynolds number
s,S Coordinates along reference displacement surface
Tu Turbulence level
u Velocity component normal to leading edge along the
x-direction parallel to reference displacement surface
v Velocity component along the y-direction normal to reference
displacement surface
V Transformed normal velocity in Prandtl transposition theorem
w Velocity component tangent to leading edge along the z-direction
W Velocity ratio, w/w
x Coordinate direction normal to leading edge
X Coordinate direction (absolute frame) parallel to free stream
direction
y Coordinate direction normal to surface
z Coordinate direction tangent to leading edge
Z Coordinate direction (absolute frame) perpendicular to free stream
direction in reference plane of airfoil surface
a Windward differencing weighting operator
|3 Pressure gradient parameter
6 Boundary layer thickness
5* Displacement thickness
6 Stress thickness
e Eddy viscosity coefficient
K von Karman constant
A Sweep angle
T] Transformed normal coordinate
t, Kinematic viscosity coefficient
IM Molecular viscosity coefficient




u Interaction relaxation parameter
Subscripts
e Edge of boundary layer
I Inviscid
ref Reference solution
t. Start of transition




1 Start of interaction region




+ Inner vail non-dimensionalized coordinate
k Global inviscid-viscous iteration counter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Introduction
It was pointed out by Tani (Ref. 1) that airfoils at moderate
incidence angles, prior to either leading edge stall or thin airfoil stall,
experience local separation bubbles just downstream of the peak suction
(minimum pressure) regions. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of an
airfoil leading edge bubble which occurs if the Reynolds number is
sufficiently low so that the boundary layer remains laminar up to the
minimum pressure point. Downstream of this point, separation occurs almost
immediately since laminar boundary layers, in contrast with turbulent
flows, are extremely sensitive to adverse pressure gradients. A separation
bubble forms in which a recirculating streamline pattern is bounded by a
shear layer. Since shear layer flows tend to be highly unstable to flow
disturbances, transition from laminar to turbulent flow generally occurs in
this shear layer. Further downstream, the turbulent mixing between the
shear layer flow with the lower dead air region results in entrainment of
higher energy air which energizes the flow near the surface thereby
resulting in flow reattachment with subsequent turbulent boundary layer
flow downstream. As shown in Fig. 1, the initial position of the separa-
tion bubble is characterized by a pressure plateau followed by a pressure
recovery region after the transition process is initiated, but prior to
flow reattachment.
Technical Approach
The approach taken in the ALESEP code for the analysis of closed lead-
ing edge separation bubbles is based on an inviscid-viscous interaction
technique in which the boundary layer equations are solved iteratively with
an inviscid analysis through displacement thickness coupling. Experimental
studies (Refs. 2-5) have shown that these closed transitional separation
bubbles occupy only a few percent of the airfoil chord. Since the result-
ant interaction is highly localized, the leading edge transitional bubble
problem is treated as a linear perturbation to a known global airfoil solu-
tion. The use of a perturbation approach permits an accurate analysis of
the flow field structure in this region in contrast with the extremely
difficult problem of trying to resolve this small scale phenomena while
simultaneously solving the global airfoil flow field. In contrast with
previous perturbation treatments of this problem, the approach taken in
ALESEP accounts for the influence of the global viscous airfoil flow on the
local interaction analysis. A detailed discussion of the approach taken in
the ALESEP technique can be found in Refs. 6-9.
The local inviscid analysis in the ALESEP procedure assumes that the
disturbance field induced by the presence of a transitional separation
bubble can be treated as a small disturbance to the global airfoil flow.
An asymptotic analysis is presented in Ref. 8 which formally shows that
under a particular limiting condition, the disturbance field induced by the
transitional displacement surface can be represented by a distribution of
sources placed along a reference displacement surface as shown in Fig. 2.
The reference displacement surface is usually defined as the displacement
thickness which would exist in the local region due to an attached
turbulent boundary layer. It, as well as the reference velocity
distribution, are obtained from an airfoil analysis code such as that
presented in Refs. 10 or 11 in which instantaneous transition from laminar
to turbulent flow is assumed to occur at the predicted laminar separation
point. Calculation of the perturbation velocity which occurs due to the
difference between the separation bubble displacement thickness and the
reference displacement surface as shown in Fig. 2, is performed through a
Cauchy integral of the chordwise distributed sources using potential flow
considerations. Upon integration of this Cauchy integral for the perturbed
velocity, the local inviscid velocity distribution, u , due to the inter-
action with the separation bubble is determined by adding the perturbation
velocity and the reference velocity solution. For infinite swept wings,
the two-dimensional Cauchy integral analysis remains unchanged along a line
perpendicular to the wing leading edge since the spanwise component of the
boundary layer edge velocity is constant and therefore, is unaffected by
the viscous displacement thickness.
The viscous solution technique used in ALESEP is an extension of the
inverse boundary layer procedure presented by Carter (Ref. 12). In this
procedure, a perturbation stream function is introduced into the boundary
layer equations for the simplification of boundary conditions. The
continuity equation is eliminated and the stream function definition is
subsequently added to the governing equation set which also include the
momentum and energy equations. The governing equations are solved for the
local perturbation stream function, two velocity ratios, total enthalpy
ratio, and viscous edge velocity, u , for a prescribed streamwise
distribution of perturbation mass flow, m ^ PuS*. The numerical
solution of the governing equations is obtained using an implicit finite
difference technique which is first order accurate in the streamwise
direction and second order accurate in the normal direction.
Since the boundary layer equations are parabolic, an instability will
arise when the solution marching direction is opposite to the flow direc-
tion. Reyhner and Flugge Lotz (FLARE) (Ref. 13) have shown that this in-
stability is easily avoided by assuming that the streamwise convection
terms are zero in reversed flow regions. It is apparent, however, that a
loss of accuracy in the converged solution is incurred due to the
negligence of the streamwise convection terms. As an improvement to the
FLARE approximation, a windward finite difference operator may be used in
the ALESEP code to calculate the streamwise gradient terms in reversed flow
regions. The effects of using the more accurate windward differencing
scheme are described in detail in Refs. 8 and 9.
The transition from laminar to turbulent flow in the separated shear
layer may be modeled using one of three possible techniques available in
the ALESEP code. A simple forced transition model in which the onset and
length of transition are specified may be used in conjunction with either
the Cebeci-Smith (Ref. 14) or the McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky (Refs. 15 and
16) turbulence models. The forced transition model is based on the
streamwise intennittency distribution which was established by Dhawan and
Narasimha (Ref. 17). The natural transition model of McDonald and Fish
(Ref. 15) may also be used with the McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky turbulence
model to automatically predict the transition location. Finally, a
correlation developed by Roberts (Ref. 18) using data from several
transitional separation bubble experiments may be used to predict the
instantaneous transition location. Details of these transition and
turbulence models in conjunction with the ALESEP inviscid-viscous
interaction technique may be found in Refs. 6-9.
A wall suction distribution may be input by the user to control the
boundary layer growth or to investigate the effects of suction on a
separation bubble. With this option, the amount of suction required to
alleviate a separation bubble on an airfoil or infinite swept wing can be
determined. Technical details of the wall suction boundary condition can
be found in Ref. 9.
The present interaction iteration procedure is based on the inviscid-
viscous iteration technique presented by Carter (Ref. 19) and is adopted to
the present scheme as outlined in Fig. 3. The key feature of this
iteration procedure is that the update formula permits the inverse boundary
layer analysis to be directly linked to the inviscid analysis which
accounts for displacement thickness effects. It was found by Kwon and
Fletcher (Ref. 20) that convergence could be accelerated by making several
inner loop passes through the Cauchy integral and the update formula with
the boundary layer prediction of the edge velocity frozen at its current
global iteration value. This technique is used in the present interaction
iteration and has been found to significantly accelerate the global
convergence rate of the scheme.
USER INSTRUCTIONS
Code Description
A flow chart of the ALESEP code is shown in Fig. 4. The code has been
written to allow for one of two possible modes of operation to be
performed. The first mode allows for a direct finite difference boundary
layer calcuation for a prescribed edge velocity distribution. The second
mode allows for an inviscid-viscous interaction calculation for a
prescribed reference displacement surface and reference edge velocity dis-
tribution.
The ALESEP code is written in FORTRAN IV language and takes 206,000
octal word storage locations. Typically 20-40 global inviscid-viscous
iterations are required to reduce residuals in inviscid-viscous edge
velocities to 10~ . On a Cyber 175 computer using the Cebeci-Smith
turbulence model, a two-dimensional inviscid-viscous interaction
calculation takes approximately 12 seconds per iteration. Using the
McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky turbulence model, an interaction calculation takes
approximately 80 seconds per iteration. This increase in computing time is
a result of the iterative solution of the turbulent kinetic energy equation
required for this model. An inviscid-viscous interaction calculation on an
infinite swept wing using the Cebeci-Smith turbulence model typically takes
17 seconds per iteration.
Input Description
The input to the ALESEP code is read in five separate blocks. The
first block is a namelist file, MASTER, used to define parameters which
control the mode of operation, the chordwise computational grid, and
input/output options. The second block of input contains the prescribed
reference pressure, reference displacement surface, free stream turbulence
level and wall suction distributions. The third input block is a namelist
file, INPUT, which defines the controlling parameters for the boundary
layer solution procedure. The fourth block is used to define experimental
data which may be used in subsequent plots of the results. Finally, the
last block of information required for inviscid-viscous interaction cases
is the chordwise velocity ratio, perturbation stream function, total
enthalpy ratio, spanwise velocity ratio and eddy viscosity profiles at the
inital station of the interaction region and the initial guess of the
perturbation mass flow distribution.
The first three blocks of input information are necessary to execute a
direct boundary layer calculation. The input variable, IFIN, located in
the MASTER namelist must be set to 2 and INVRSE in the INPUT namelist must
be set to 0. The computational grid is determined by the following
variables:
Chordwise - IGRID, AKl, AK2, DS, MMAX, SSWTCH, SFIVOT, IPIVOT, AKIl, AKI2,
IVGINX, IMAX (namelist MASTER)
Normal - BETA, AK, NMAX1 (namelist Input)
A laminar similarity solution is used at the initial station with a
free stream Mach number, AMES, and gradient, BETAS « (l/Mg)(dM /d£)
prescribed in namelist INPUT. The user has a choice of transition and
turbulence models through the definition of variables, STRANS, KTRAN,
TRNLEN, and ITRBMD located in namelist INPUT. For ITRBMD - 0, the
Cebeci-Smith turbulence model is used with transition occurring
according to specified values of STRANS, KTRAN, and TRNLEN. For ITRBMD = 1
or 2, the McDonald-Fish or McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky natural transition
turbulence model is used and transition is predicted automatically.
For an inviscid-viscous interaction calculation, input blocks 1, 2, 3
and 5 are necessary. The input variable, IFIN, located in namelist MASTER,
must be set to 3 and INVRSE in the INPUT namelist must be set to 1. A
total of IQUIT global inviscid-viscous iterations are performed. The
structure of the computational grid is determined by the same variables
previously mentioned for a direct boundary layer calculation with some re-
quired constraints which are discussed below. Velocity ratios, perturba-
tion stream funtion, total enthalpy ratio and viscosity profiles at the
initial station of the interaction region are required in the fifth input
block (NSTART=1 in INPUT namelist) and are obtained from a direct boundary
layer calculation extending from the leading edge to the initial station of
the inviscid-viscous interaction calculation located somewhat ahead of the
laminar separation point. For INTERP=0 in namelist INPUT, the values of AK
and NMAX1 which define the computational grid in the normal direction in
namelist INPUT should be the same as that used in the direct boundary layer
calculation. The value of DETA in namelist INPUT should be the value used
in the direct boundary layer calculation scaled by V2£/p u r 5* due to the
different definitions of the normal coordinate used in tne direct and
inverse boundary layer formulations. This scaling is performed
automatically in subroutine CONVRT at the last computational station of the
direct boundary layer calculation when IPRNEW has been set to 1. The value
of DETA for the interaction calculation can then be found in the converted
profile information for the last station printed out at the end of the
direct boundary layer calculation. The value of XCO in namelist INPUT for
the interacting calculation should be defined as the value of XC at the
last computational station of the direct calculation. The value of AHO
also in namelist INPUT should be defined as the value of AH at the last
computational station of the direct calculation scaled by the inverse over
direct DETA ratio. As in the direct calculation, the user has a choice of
transition and turbulence models through definition of the input variables
STRANS, KTRAN, TRNLEN, and ITRBMD. In addition to the models described in
the direct boundary layer calculation, a forced transition model may be
used with the McDonald-Fish (Ref. 15) or McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky (Ref. 16)
turbulence models by setting KTRAN=IQUIT and defining STRANS and TRNLEN.
To use the natural transition model of McDonald and Fish with these
turbulence models, KTRAN must be set to 0. Special windward differencing
may be used in the reverse flow region of the separation bubble through
definition of IWINDD and IWINDG in namelist INPUT. Detailed results using
the different turbulence models and windward differencing scheme may be




The first block of input is read in from subroutine Main in a namelist
called MASTER. This information defines the chordwise computational mesh
and parameters controlling input and output.
INPLT Number of global iterations between calls to plotting routines.
IQUIT Total number of global inviscid-viscous iterations to be
computed. Set IQUIT=1 for a direct boundary layer calculation.
RFDT Relaxation factor applied to the perturbation mass flow in the
inviscid-viscous update procedure.
RFVN Relaxation factor for the injection velocity to represent
viscous effects (inactive, set = 1.0).
MMAX Total number of chordwise grid points used in the boundary
layer calculation.
SSWTCH Arclength location measured from the nose of the body where the
boundary layer calculation is initiated.
IPLOT Value of the global iteration counter at which the plot
subroutines are first called.
AK1 The ratio of adjacent grid sizes used in generating the boundary
layer grid in the chordwise direction beginning at SSWTCH.
AK2 The ratio of adjacent grid sizes at SSTING where SSTING >
SSWTCH.
SSTING Location where secondary boundary layer stretching, AK2, in the
chordwise direction is initiated.
DS Increment in arclength used at start of boundary layer mesh
which begins at SSWTCH.
IVT1 Index in the inviscid chordwise arrays where the tangential
velocity VT is read into program (inactive, set = 0).
IVT2 Last index where VT (I) is read into program (inactive, set
•= 0).
ISMOTH If equals zero, no smoothing is used; if equals 1, the smoothed
VT distribution is used.
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MIT2 Inactive, set «= 0.
SSTOP Arclength location measured along the reference surface where
the calculation is terminated downstream.
ITEK Inactive, set •= 0.
IAXI If equals 0, two dimensional or infinite swept wing flow; if
equals 1, axisymmetric flow.
IFIN If equals 1, program terminates after initial inviscid calcula-
tion (this initial inviscid calculation is made with no boundary
layer effect). If equals 2, program terminates after initial
inviscid calculation and one pass through boundary layer solver.
If equals 3, program operates in full interactive mode and
terminates after IQUIT iterations.
IFILET If equals 1, the offset distance between the circular arc, hard
surface and a cubic filet coordinate surface will be computed
(set = 0).








IWRPMF If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, the perturbation mass flow
distribution is written to unit 13 for later restart.
CHORD Reference length which allows rescaling the original chordwise
distance measured from the nose to an alternate coordinate
system measured from another location located at distance XOR
from the nose.
XOR Chordwise location in the original coordinate where the origin
of the new coordinate x/c is located. Both XOR and CHORD are
used to shift and rescale the axial coordinate used in the
program.
SIO Shift factor which allows the inviscid calculation to start at a
downstream location on an open nose body where the flow is not
disturbed near the nose. SIO is the distance from the original
nose of the body to the downstream location where the inviscid
calculation is started (set = 0).
IPLTX If equals zero, bypass. If equals 1, then the program generates
a plot file which will later generate the plots on a TEKTRONICS
unit for studying the resuts of individual iterations. The user
may select the global iterations) for which plots are to be
generated.
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NDCF If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, then experimental CF data
versus x/c will be read into the program and plotted on CALCOMP
plot from subroutine PLOTCP.
NDDT If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, then experimental dis-
placement thickness distribution versus x/c will be read into
the program and plotted along with the computed displacement
thickness distribution.
NDCF If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, then experimental skin
friction data versus x/c will be read into the program and
plotted along with the computed skin friction distribution.
NDUE If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, experimental tangential
velocity data versus x/c will be read in and plotted along with
the tangential velocity computed solution.
IPRINT(I) Array containing global iteration values at which station output
is printed (array length = 100).
IGRID If equals 0, inviscid and boundary layer mesh are generated
by their own parameters.
If equals 1, inviscid mesh is set by its own parameters (IMAX,
SINO, AKI1, AKI2, SPIVOT, IPIVOT, IVGINX - as described below)
and boundary layer mesh is set equal to the inviscid mesh for
S > SSWTCH.
If equals -1, inviscid mesh is set equal to the mesh at which
geometry is input (i.e., XO, YO, SO) and boundary layer mesh is
set equal to inviscid mesh for S > SSWTCH.
If equals -2, inviscid mesh is set equal to the mesh at which
geometry is input and boundary layer mesh is generated by its
own parameters.
IMAX Maximum number of points in chordwise direction for the
inviscid mesh.
SINO The arclength at first point in inviscid mesh, or SI(1).
AKI1 Ratio of adjacent grid sizes used in generating the inviscid
grid in the chordwise direction between SINO and SPIVOT.
AKI2 Ratio of adjacent grid sizes used in generating the inviscid
grid in the chordwise direction for S > SPIVOT.
SPIVOT Arclength at which geometric progression constant changes from
AKI1 to AKI2.
IPIVOT Chordwise mesh index at SPIVOT.
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IVGINX If equals 0, uniform inviscid mesh; if equals 1, a variable mesh
using AKI1, AKI2 is used.
LOADDT If equals 0, reference displacement thickness, DTO = 0; if
equals 1, DTO is read in the second input block.
LOADSI If equals 0, compute arclength from XO, YO; if equals 1, arc-
length is read in the second input block.
LOADCP If equals 0, compute CPO using Cauchy integral; if equals 1,
CPO is read in the second input block.
SWPANG Sweep angle (degrees) of infinite swept wing; should be 0.0 for
two-dimensional calculations.
Input Block 2:
The second block of input is read in from subroutine INVO in a formated
block. This block of information contains the reference displacement sur-
face, reference velocity, edge turbulence level, and wall suction distri-
butions.
ITITLE Card 1: A brief title for the configuration (12A6).
IXY Card 2: Number of points at which inviscid input including
reference solution is read in. (13)
XO Card 3: Cartesian distance in horizontal direction.
YO Cartesian distance in vertical direction.
SO Arclength measured from stagnation point.
CPO Pressure coefficient, (P -?„,)/^ P^ Qa,2» from reference
solution.
DTO Displacement thickness from reference solution.
TUO Edge turbulence level.
RVWO Wall suction level, pv^p^Q^
NOTE: IXY values of XO, YO, SO, CPO, DTO, TUO, RVWO are read in (4F10.7,
form E10.5, 2F10.7 format.
GAM Card A: Y, the specific heat ratio.
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AMINF MO,, freestream Mach number; set to 0.0 for
incompressible flow.
NOTE: GAM, AMINF are read in with 2F10.7 format.
Input Block 3:
The third block of input is read in from subroutine TDRBID in a namelist
called INPUT. The information in this block is used to define the computa-
tional grid in the normal direction, the reference free stream flow condi-
tions, the transition and turbulence model, and further output parameters.
NMAXl Total number of grid points which are used across the boundary
layer in the normal direction.
NMXOLD Total number of grid points in the initial profile of the
interaction calculation.
DETA Increment in the transformed normal grid spacing, AT?> adjacent
to the wall.
AK Ratio of adjacent step sizes in the eta, 17 , direction which is
used to generate the mesh across the boundary layer. A uniform
mesh (AK=1) is not currently allowed.
INVRSE If equals 0, then a direct boundary layer calculation is to be
performed; if equals 1, then an interacting boundary layer
calculation is to be performed.
JPFMAX Total number of points used in the initial guess for the
perturbation mass flow distribution, PMFIN to be read in the
fifth input block. In the case of restart, i.e., if IRESTR
equal to 1, then JPFMAX should be set equal to MMAX.
IRESTR If equals 0, bypass; if equals 1, then a restart capability is
used. In this case, the input array for PMFIN obtained from a
previous calculation are read from unit 12.
INTERP If equals 0, bypass; if equals 1, then profiles at the initial
interaction station are to be interpolated onto the interaction
grid (set » 0).
IPRNEW If equals 0, bypass. If equals 1, the computed profiles at
M=MMAX from a direct boundary layer calculation are converted
from direct variables to inverse variables. Principally, this
involves a change in the stream function and in the transformed
normal coordinate eta, 7) .
NSTART If equals 0, program is initiated with the solution of the
self-similar equations. If equals 1, profiles for the velocity
ratios, stream function, total enthalpy ratio, and viscosity
versus eta,77 , are read from the fifth input block.
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NQMAX Maximum number of column iterations which can be used in the
boundary layer solution procedure.
NPRRES If equals 0, bypass; if equals 1, boundary layer residual
information will be printed.
MFIG(I) Array of index values of the chordwise stations where profiles
in the boundary layer solution are printed (array length = 100).
JMAX The maximum number of boundary layer profiles to be printed out.
If JMAX equals zero, then there will be no profiles printed, in
which case, MFIG is set to a hundred zeros.
ITPRO Global iteration counter at which detailed boundary layer resid-
ual and profile information is printed out.
PMFO Multiplicative factor which is used to rescale the perturbation
mass flow.
AHO Initial value of the static temperature integral across the
boundary layer which appears explicitly in the boundary layer
equations. This parameter is needed when NSTART =1, i.e.,
the boundary layer solution is initiated with specified profiles
instead of internally generated self-similar solutions.
XCO Initial value of the transformed (Levy Lees)£ variable which
is needed when NSTART = 1.
RESG Maximum change in the dependent variable allowed between succes-
sive column iterations in/the boundary layer calculation.
Typical value used is 10
IPLOT(I) Array containing an index to determine which plots are desired
by the user (array length =8). If IPLOT(I) is equal to 0, plot
is bypassed; if IPLOT(I) is equal to 1, then the plot is made.
The following order is used in the plotting subroutine. Plot #1
is DT ( *, displacement thickness) versus x/c. Plot $2 is CF
versus x/c. Plot #3 is UE (VT, the inviscid tangential
velocity) versus x/c. Plot #4 is Beta (pressure gradient
parameter) versus x/c. Plot #5 is VN versus x/c. Plots #6, 7
and 8 control the plotting of profiles across the boundary
layer.
WAKCON The Clauser constant in the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity law is
SWK1 varied linearly from 0.0168 at S=SWK1 to 0.0168/WAKCON at S=SWK2
SWK2 (set WAKCON=1.0, SWK1=10000, SWK2«=20000 to deactivate this
option).
YORIGN(I) Array containing the origin of the Y axis for each of the
respective plots listed above (array length = 8).
YSCALE(l) Array containing the scale factor for each of these plots (array
length =8). If the scale factor exceeds 1000, then the scale
for these particular plots is determined automatically.
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YIN(l) Array containing the number of inches for Y axis in each of the
plots listed above (array length - 8).
XORIGN(I) Array containing the origin for X axis in each of these plots
(array length = 8).
XSCALE(I) Array containing the scale factor for X axis (array length = 8);
Again if this parameter exceeds 1000, the scale factor is
determined automatically.
XIN(I) Array containing the number of inches used along the X axis in
the respective plots (array length = 8).
XL Reference dimensional length used to convert the present X to a
dimensional distance.
NDATA If equals 0, bypass; if equals 1, experimental data will be
read from the fourth input block to be plotted with numerical
results.
BETAS Value of the pressure gradient parameter, (!/M)(dM/dS), which is
required in the self-similar solution.
AMES Value of the streamvise Mach number required in the self-similar
solution; set to 0.0 for incompressible flow.
GW Value of the total enthalpy ratio at the wall.
TINFD Reference free stream temperature in degrees Rankine which is
required in the Sutherland law for molecular viscosity.
PRT Turbulent Prandtl number.
PR Prandtl number.
REINF Reynolds number based on the reference (free stream) properties
and based on the length which is used to nondimensionalize the
coordinate used in the calculation.
STRANS Nondimensional distance along the body at which instantaneous
transition is assumed to occur.
KTRAN For Cebeci-Smith turbulence model - (ITRBMD=0): equal to 0,
fully laminar calculation; equal to 1, instantaneous transition
occurs at STRANS; equal to 2, transition occurs over TRNLEN
starting at STRANS; equal to 5, transition occurs
instantaneously according to the Roberts transition correlation.
For McDonald-Fish turbulence model - (ITRBMD=1,2): KTRAN is the
global iteration number when the McDonald-Fish natural
transition model begins to predict the transition location.
Forced transition over TRNLEN starting at STRANS is used for all
global iterations prior to KTRAN.
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IWINDD Global iteration number when convection windward difference
operation is effective.
IWINDG If equals 0, do not use windward differencing in energy
equation; if equals 1, use windward differencing on convection
terms in energy equation starting on the IWINDD global
iteration.
IW1NDS If equals 0, do not use windward differencing on stream
function; if equals 1, use windward differencing on stream
function in momentum and energy equations starting on the IWINDD
global iteration. This option is not recommended at this time
(set = 0).
ITRBMD If equals 0, Cebeci-Smith turbulence model; if equals 1,
McDonald-Fish turbulence model; equals 2, McDonald-Fish-Kreskov-
sky turbulence model.
ALFSEP Multiplication factor on the Clauser constant in the three-
dimensional Cebeci-Smith turbulence model from the point of
transition to downstream.
Input Block 4:
The fourth block of input is read in from subroutine TURBID in a formated
block only when NDATA ^ 0. This block of information contains experimental











Card 1: Number of experimental data points to be read for DTE,
CFE, or Dl (13). Data is read in order of DTE, CFE,
and then Dl.
Card 2: Index of experimental data point (13).
Cartesian distance in horizontal direction for
experimental values of DTE, CFE or Dl.
Experimental values of £*
Experimental values of C.
Experimental values of D
(NDDT ^  0)
(NDCF -/O)
NDDE - 0)
IDST, ICFST, or IDST values of
J, XDTE, XCF or XD1 and
DTE, CFE, or Dl are read in (13, 2F8.4) format
Experimental data points are read in the order of
DTE(5*), CFE(Cf), followed by D1(D )
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Input Block 5:
The fifth block of input is read in from subroutine TURBID in a formated
block only when NSTART=1. This block of information contains profiles for
the chordwise velocity ratio, perturbation stream function, total enthalpy
ratio, and epanwise velocity ratio to be used at the initial station of the
interaction calculation. For ITRBMD £ 0, the scalar quantities necessary
to initialize the turbulent kinetic energy equation as well as the eddy
viscosity profiles are also read in this block. The initial guess
distribution for the perturbation mass flow parameter is also read in this
formated block.
Values of PSI11, PSI12, PSI31, PSI32, EMFK, ALINF, AlMFK, DTINC, DELTU, and
A2MA3 are read in 5F16.8 format when ITRBMD £ 0. These variables define
the scalar quantities required for the McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky turbulence
model at the inital station of the interaction case. These values are
stored in unit 14 of a direct boundary layer calculation when IPRNEW = 1.
See the output description section for the definition of these variables.
NMAX values of YNI, EPSBB, and EPSHB in a 3E16.8 format are read next when
ITRBMD £ 0. These arrays define the viscosity profiles for the McDonald-
Fish-Kreskovsky turbulence model at the initial station. These values are
stored in unit 14 of a direct boundary layer calculation when IPRNEW - 1.
See the output description for the definition of these variables.
NMXOLD values of NN, ETABD, FED, PSI, GBD and WBD are read in a 15, 5E16.8
format. These arrays define the chordwise velocity ratio, perturbation
stream function, total enthalpy ratio and spanwise velocity ratio profiles
at the initial station. These values are stored in unit 14 of a direct
boundary layer calculation when IPRNEW = 1. See the output description
section for the definition of these variables.
JPFMAX values of PMFIN in a 7F10.7 format followed by JPFMAX values of SPMF
in the same format are read in to define the initial distribution of the
perturbation mass flow.
Output Description
An example test case for a transitional separation bubble on a flat
plate swept 26.5 degrees to the free stream is given in Appendix A.
Detailed experimental data for this flow was obtained by Horton (Ref. 4) at
a free stream velocity of 51.9 ft./sec and a unit Reynolds number of
2.77x10 per inch. The free stream turbulence level was .0025.
19
In this case, the reference pressure distribution was taken to be the
invisid solution calculated by Woodward (Ref. 21) for Horton's
configuration. A direct boundary layer calculation was run from the
leading edge stagnation point of the flat plate to x=7.0 inches using the
reference pressure distribution as the edge boundary condition. The
chordwise velocity ratio, perturbation stream function, total enthalpy
ratio, and spanwise velocity ratio profiles were taken at x=7.0 inches from
the direct calculation and used as initial profiles for the interacting
calculation. The reference displacement thickness was calculated from a
fully turbulent direct boundary layer calculation using the reference
pressure distribution as the edge boundary condition. A total of 91 grid
points were distributed evenly between x=7.0 and x=16.0 inches in the
interaction calculation. The three-dimensional Cebeci-Smith turbulence
model as described in Ref. 22 was used with transition being predicted with
the Roberts transition correlation. Windward differencing was used in this
calculation although a similar calculation using the FLARE approximation
was found to give nearly the same results. A comparison between the
predicted experimental pressure and displacement thickness distributions is
shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. The predicted skin friction distributions are
shown in Fig. 5c. Further comparisons of predicted results using the
ALESEP technique with experimental data may be found in Refs. 6-9.
The notation used in the output of the ALESEP code conforms to that
used in the description of the governing equations in Refs. 6-9. A
dictionary of the variables used in the output can be found in the
following section.
Reference Distribution Output
XO, YO Input Cartesian coordinates of body shape.
XB, YB
50 Input arclength.
CFO Input reference pressure coefficient.
DTO Input reference displacement thickness.
TUO, TUB Input boundary layer edge turbulence level.
RVWO.RVWB Input wall suction level, pv/p Q^
VT Input boundary layer edge velocity at same location as input
body coordinates.
51 Body arclength measured from stagnation point at nose of body to
same location as input body coordinates.
20
XOC Shifted and rescaled value of chordvise coordinate, XO.
XOC = (XO - XOEO/CHORD
PMF.PMFB Input perturbation mass flow paramter, m = p u r1 6*
(interacting case only).
S Body arclength measured from stagnation point to boundary layer
computational stations.
SPMF Body arclength measured from stagnation point to boundary layer
stations where perturbation mass flow is defined.
XOCBL Same as XOC, but measured from stagnation point to boundary
layer computational stations.
RO If flow is axisymmetric, RO is the body radius; for 2-D or
infinite swept wing flow, R0=l.
VTBL Boundary layer edge velocity at boundary layer computational
stations.
Similarity Solution Output
NQ Boundary layer column iteration counter.
RES1
AHO
Maximum change in dependent variable between two successive
column iterations.







S FNormalized wall shear, — where F = u/u
Transformed coordinate normal to surface,rj
Chordwise velocity ratio, u/u = F.
Transformed stream function, f.
Total enthalpy ratio, H/Hg - G .
Spanwise velocity ratio, w/w «= W
Initial Profiles
If NSTART equals 0, then the initial profile is the same as the laminar
self-similar solutipn. If NSTART equals 1, then the initial profiles are
21
the same as those which are read in (ETABD = ETA, FED = F, PSI « SF, GBD =
G, WBD = W). Note however that if INTERP equals 1, then these profiles
have been interpolated onto a new 17-mesh.














In direct calculation, this is /2~f where E, is the streamwise
Levy Lees variable; in an interacting case this is the pre-
scribed distribution of perturbation mass flow, m = p u r1 5*.
This is Peue*o&*> in an inverse calculation, this quantity is a
check to see that the computed velocity profiles give the same
displacement thickness as that prescribed and thus, in the
interacting mode, PMFCHK should always be equal to PMF.
Pressure gradient parameter, /3 = (1/M )(dM /d§).
Calculated pressure gradient parameter (interacting case only).
Boundary layer edge velocity. In direct mode, UEP is the same
as the prescribed VTBL; in the inverse mode, it is computed as
part of the solution.
Boundary layer edge Mach number.
Xoo (T/Te -Ddr;.J
Chordwise component of skin friction coefficient based on free
stream dynamic head, Cf *T*/%P*Q**where asterisk denotes
dimensional quantity.
Spanwise component of skin friction coefficient based on free
stream dynamic head, C, **?$/% PO,*^ *
Angle of limiting streamline relative to chordwise direction
(degrees)
Index where inner and outer edge viscosity laws are matched
(Cebeci-Smith turbulence model).
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness.
McDonald-Fish-Kreskovsky Turbulence Model Output (ITRBMD £ 0)
MREF Reference free stream Mach number. Same as AMINF in third input
block.
22
TREFD Reference free stream static temperature. Same as TINFD in
INPUT namelist.
TREF Nondimensional reference free stream static temperature.
REYREF Reference free stream Reynolds number. Same as REINF in INPUT
namelist.
ME2 Boundary layer edge Mach number at current streamvise station.
UE2 Nondimensional boundary layer edge velocity at current
streamwise station.
TE2 Nondimensional boundary layer edge temperature at current
streamwise station.
RHOE2 Nondimensional boundary layer edge density at current streamwise
station.
TU2 Boundary layer edge turbulence level at current streamwise
station.
R02 Geometry coefficient, RO, at current streamwise station.
QE2 Boundary layer edge perturbation velocity magnitude at current
streamwise station.
MDE2 Nondimensional boundary layer edge molecular viscosity at
current streamwise station.
ME1 Boundary layer edge Mach number at previous streamwise station.
UE1 Nondimensional boundary layer edge velocity at previous stream-
vise station.
TEl Nondimensional boundary layer edge temperature at previous
streamwise station.
RHOEl Nondimensional boundary layer edge density at previous stream-
wise station.
R01 Geometry coefficient, RO, at previous streamvise station.
QEl Boundary layer edge perturbation velocity magnitude at previous
streamwise station.
ACLINF Free stream dissipation length, L, at current streamwise
station.








Free stream mixing length, & , at previous streamwise station.
Structural coefficient, a,, at current streamwise station.
Structural coefficient, a., at previous streamwise station.
Structural coefficient, a,, at current streamwise station.
Structural coefficient, a., at current streamwise station.
















Inner boundary layer thickness at current streamwise station.
Value of turbulent displacement thickness, ST, at current
streamwise station.
Value of turbulent displacement thickness, g , at previous
streamwise station.
Incompressible displacement thickness at current streamwise
station.
Nondimensional boundary layer edge normal velocity component,
v , at current streamwise station.
Index of normal grid point where DELTD2 is located.
Index of normal grid point where DELIN is located.
Value of first set of terms of the </>, integral in turbulent
kinetic energy equation at current streamwise station.
Value of second set of terms of the cf>, integral in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation of the current streamwise station.
Value of first set of terms of the 4>, integral in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation at the previous streamwise station.
Value of second set of terms of the 4>, integral in the turbulent
kinetic energy equation at the previous streamwise station.
Value of the (/>. integral in the turbulent kinetic energy
equation at the current streamwise station.
Value of the first set of terms of the $, integral in the
turbulent kinetic energy equation at the current streamwise
station.
Value of the second set of terms of the <A, integral in the







Value of the source term, E, in the turbulent kinetic energy
equation at the current streamwise station.
Value of the turbulent Reynolds number, Rr, at the current
streamwise station.
Value of the correlated momentum thickness Reynolds number, Rfl,
at the current streamwise station.
Value of the difference of structural coefficient, a.-a*, at the
current streamwise station.
Profile Output
ETA Transformed normal coordinate, 17 .
YBL Nondimensional physical distance from surface.
F2 Chordwise velocity ratio, u/u .
SF2 Transformed stream function, f.
G2 Total enthalpy ratio, H/H .
EPSBAR 1 + e/n where c is the eddy viscosity coefficient and 14 is the
molecular viscosity coefficient.
RHOMUR !L = pjJ/p p .
T Static temperature ratio, T/Tg.
W2 Spanwise velocity ratio, w/w
BETZ Streamline angle relative to free stream direction (degrees).
ALPHZ Streamline angle relative to chordwise direction (degrees).





Nondimensional physical distance from the surface scaled by ,/Ree
Nondimensional scaled distance from the surface, y+ =y\/r/p/v
Nondimensional velocity normal gradient, dF/dYN
Shear stress, ((J+I-L.) du/dYN
25
DAMP Damping factor squared, .2) *
FUN Local mixing length distribution in normal direction.
FMFK McDonald-Kreskovsky function, fT, on mixing length formula.
Station Output (Summary Chart No. 2)
M Chordvise index.
XLE Cartesian coordinate of station location.
S Chordvise arclength location
DT* Scaled displacement thickness, 8*-/Re^.
THETA* Scaled momentum thickness, tfv'Reo,.
CPBLBR Cp obtained from interacting boundary layer calculation
referenced to chordvise dynamic head, Cp =(P*-Pco*)/.ipcoUeo*
free stream. 2
CPBL C obtained from interacting boundary layer calculation-refer-
enced to free stream dynamic head, Cp - (P*-P0o*)/_Lp0*Q*,
UEP u obtained from interacting boundary layer calculation.
QW Beat transfer coefficient at the vail.
STAN Stanton number.
STRINT Intermittency parameter in chordvise direction.
CFX Scaled chordvise skin friction coefficient, c. VRe_.
- t
Summary of Convergence History
INTRAC Interaction global iteration counter.
DDTMAX Maximum change in DT.
RMSDT Root mean square change in DT.
SMDT Chordvise arclength location vhere DDTMAX occurs.
DUEMAX Maximum change in UE.
RMSUE Root mean square change in UE.
SMUE Chordvise arclength location for maximum change in UE.
26
n^f
DSFMAX Maximum change in perturbation stream function, £.
DFMAX Maximum change in velocity ratio, F.
DGMAX Maximum change in total enthalpy ratio, G.
Brief Description of Files
The following files are used to write information for plotting, restart,
and interaction purposes.
Unit Number Purpose
8 Write velocity and temperature profiles to be used for
plotting purposes later on (TURBID).
9 Write stream function profile to be used for plotting
purposes later on (TURBID).
10 Write eddy viscosity coefficient profile to be used for
plotting purposes later on (TURBID).
12 Read information for restart run (TURBID).
13 Write information for later restart (WR13).
14 Write the profiles in inverse variables from a direct
boundary layer run at the last chordwise station
(CONVRT).
17 Write the weak interaction solution from a direct
boundary layer run for use as a reference solution
(TURBID).
18 Direct access file to store information for windward
differencing scheme (TURBID).
22 Write station quantities for Tektronics plotting (WR22)
27
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16 Abstract
A program called ALESEP is presented for the analysis of the
inviscid-viscous interaction which occurs due to the presence of a closed
laminar-transitional separation bubble on an airfoil or infinite swept
wing. The ALESEP code provides an iterative solution of the boundary layer
equations expressed in an inverse formulation coupled to a Cauchy integral
representation of the inviscid flow. This interaction analysis is treated
as a local perturbation to a known solution obtained from a global airfoil
analysis; hence, part of the required input to the ALESEP code are the
reference displacement thickness and tangential velocity distributions.
Special windward differencing may be used in the reversed flow regions of
the separation bubble to accurately account for the flow direction in the
discretization of the streamwise convection of momentum. The ALESEP code
contains a forced transition model based on a streamwise intermittency
function, a natural transition model based on a solution of the integral
form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation, and an empirical natural
transition model. In addition, wall suction may be applied to the boundary
layer to either control its growth or alleviate the separation bubble.
Complete documentation of the two-dimensional code was originally given in
NASA Contract Report 172310. An updated set of instructions for the input,
output, and program usage for both two-dimensional airfoils and infinite
swept wings is given herein along with a sample case.
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